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Reading programs attending,to the.practical rplementation of educational
.theory have been an issue of concern for decades preceeding and following Mary

6\.Austin4s findings, The Torch Lighters (1961). A second issue that has alsoplagued 1j
7reading educators for decades has been that reading is often taught as an isolated

;ubjeclk tether than as a process related'to all 'content:areas (Austin & Morrison,
.The First R 1963). While the base of the early reading program may need to:be

. crRsely tied to a tmsal'seriet
it should not be entirely so since Once the basics,

.
I. of the reading program have hee mastered the reader engages in a reading/thinking

activity that spans all of the content area subjects.

In an attempt to address the topic of integrating reading in content area
instruction, as-well as introducing future teachers to practical

imiolementable
.methodssrouly supporled by educational tlieory,

competency-based teacherf T

4training program wasq.designed And implemented. This program liad an urban fous
and was multi-linguistic as well as field-based.

Reading/language competencies as
tthe base of all content area learning

were st0 ressed. Specifically this one semester,
12 credit hour program e lored the 'integrated methodology of reading/language arts
through the content.area of social studies and science.

Objectives
,

I
.Program objectives

wer- categorized within the following three major areas: Core
/N .

objectives, content a ea objectives,
and'self-assessment ohjec.tives.

Core Objectives ere divided into six major -categories stressing an objectives-
based approach to teaching. Instruction in (1) ;election and derivation of behavioral
objectives was foil 0 by (2), developing competencies in sequencing instruction,
(3),application of laSsroomevaluation technkques, and (4)' systematic planning
and management of(rnstruction.

Elasictothese'skAls was (5) the ability to interpret
and'apply cognitiv theory and (6rability to identify' and implement question-asking

The topic of curriculum materials wa's outlined in two Major divisions of
teacher ompetenaes: cote and nterdisciplinary use of curriculum materials.
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Content Area Objectives
were organized for three content areas (1) reading/

language arts'(2) science, and (3) sobial studies.' Each area included both the
content and sequence of those factors

considered fundamental to instruction in

2 .

that Content area.
Furthermore'instructiongi concerns Which were generic and related

t.1to all content
areas were necessa rily repea ed for fuffillicent of sequential needs

if each particular'4ea.. The developmdot, f teaching skqls in all three content
areas facilitated the'development o ,f, instructionarcampetencies,

thus enabling
the intern to integrate two or moreCcontent areas to provide

interdisciplinary eXperiencio
.for children where possible.

. . . 0

elf-Asiessment Objectives comprised-two areas of major importance in the
preparation of interns. Objectives were designed tb aid.the interns in

II

.sand enhancing their positive attitudinal growth factors. This was Accomplished through
the adaptation of evaluation, models of teaching performance for self-analysis,

recognizing

critique, and remediation.

4111*-

Implementation

,1

This semester
experience, involving'iunio Avterns, took place.in six urban

'-elementary schools. For 14 of the 16 semester Weeks, ctent area instructionyas
provided in a school classroom since the university instructors defined field based

1 .
instruction as a program of study housed totally in a leaning setting othex,..thin
the university.

4
, a

Instruction in the content areas was interwoven With experience in th,pclassrobm. ,

three days a week. For example, on a typicat4Tuesdayo'the
j4.in1dOpterns Weret. .involved in content

course instruction from 8:00 to 9:30 and forte
of the school day, they worked in their assigned classrooms. p.rinethis%.time-:G.

1`the interns were
".supervisedby the University =instructors as

t. , v , ,cooperating teacher; Similar patterns were followed on WedneSda
And'Ilharsday:

(. e \ 4, it:

.

for '

44} ..11
a'



The instructor's included three prpfessors. one each from -t.e departments of Reading
and Language, Social Education, and Science and Math =tits Education.

Hypothesis

3

c w
.The following program hypothesis was formulaped 'for; data collection and

analysis:

//./

.

(Ho: There is,no,statistical/ly
significant difference on seActed teacher

variAbles'between:(A) field- ased junior interns trained in-reading in the content
areaslby both the content area (S8ience and Social Studies)pnd

reading/language
arts instructors, and (B) field- based juniors trained in reading in,the,contenta
areas by the reading/language

arts instructor only.
r ..

, 0

Procedure
.

IX:
K At the beginning of the second semester of the 1975-76 academic year 45 interns

. .
elec)ed to join this field -based urban program which is only line of several .

curriculum optionS open to education majors.
. .

.

t

,

..1 .l
.

,After joini..ig this field-based program, the group of 45 interns was randomlya
. ,

1 I

.divided into two experimental groups:,22 to experimental group A, and 23 to

'experimental group B. The tireatment of th;se subgroups differed in that -in-experi-be
mental group AI, the readin /language arts instructor as well's the, content area.,/
staff empliasiied reading i the content areas. In group B, reading in the content
areas was 'e hasized only by the reading/language arts while the content, area ,

instructors iid not etTiph size reading pethpds in their instruction.

-The following obje tives were held constantby all university instructors
when.,teachi g group A a d by only:the

reading/language.arts instructor when teaching
group B.

e

ef,
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A. Identify and justify utilization of printed material.

B. Identify criticaloaabulark and symbols peculia, to a given contents,
a;ea.'

1 -

C. .Idontify Skills needed in reading,content material.

4D. Describe procedures to aid the child in comprehending abconte0t1

I. 1

area selection.

E. Recall procedures appropriate for developing a particular study skill '
within anY content area. -

The language arts/reading instructor provided bath groups with le/ture,

study and examples of rpading'in'the.content or themaitic'instruOtion. For

example, this instructor would explore the concepttoFword recognition through

, theory and tech ques used in'the development of readiness needed to

.44

',successfully. paste a.basal reader. After the interns could,apply such information,
.transition was made to the concept that similar word recognition need& occur regard-v I , " "Nt

less of the content area being explored. 'kSimiler instruction oilowd'for areas

of diagnosis, compreheAsiOn; and study stalls%
l t 44. .,The language arts -instekor provided both groups with examples of thematic,..,.,.--:-

t,.......-
.

... .teehini(integrated curribula), which were desighed to introduce manageable
. .t

stems (diagnostit and evaluative techniques ,activities) necessary for inte-
.

t

Sgrating reading and content area :eubjec.ts. Similar examples of thematic teachingt
, . 4

.4t

.sEressihs word recognition, comprehension, andludy skills were provided by
I, 1

he
. '; ' 'Ncontent area faculty only when ty worked with group A. When teaching group B.. ..... -;

content area, staff emphas4 only th1 e curriculum of given'conteht.
,

4, "&.: .
c

'''Measures - ,

.

.
----.

Data.olti the stated hyp,othesit- included,lmeasures otbothinterns r

0
,csgnitive a

1
...,,

,

. A .,. ' '
acili tig and interns' performance. Four instruments were developed: the Reading/

,..,,, 1

Language Arts Exam lOr the'cognitive domain; and the Staff Obseriration Checklist,
it:--

Ecology Lesson 11.an EvaluatiOn'Crtteria, and SOciar Studies Unit Evaluation.

.s.

o,
.

Criteria for,the performante domgin.

6.
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Reading/Language Atts-Exam was a54'item multiple-choice . test of the

cognitive objectives in reading and language arts, Based upon results of item

analysis, the instrument was modified to inliire diseriminatOEY'pewer.
Reliability

of die:exam was .62..

-,Interns' performance was .observed on two levels: instruct onar planning and

implementation. The Social Studies Unit Evaluation Criteria andthe Ecology Lesson

Plan 'Evaluation Criteria'assessed the extent'to which interns demonstrated transfer

,0-of,cognitive knowledge to actual classrdopi.lesson planning. Both.instrumentfr* .

..,
consisted df explicit statements of behaviors which should be'inclUded in the...

.

t
4interns' plans. These statements coincidwiwith the program objectives. For

example, the Ecology. Leason'plan Evaluation Critfola included such items as:

.#
. .%.

. ..

.

"Utilizes printed'material" (Objective.A-2); "Idoitifie9 weadingsskills"---'
...

4

. , . ,

i .

',, (Objectives C 1-3.). 'Similarly,. iteiis on the Sodial Studies Unit Evaluation -

. , ..Criteria waieobjective specilA A
e

: "Utilizes word analysis skills in content of,

I
,

.

lesson" (Objective C-1); VDevelops4ke necessary vocabulary for' the 'lesson!'

- .(Objective 3.k.,..1-4). Program staff collectively scored a random sample,of.
{,

-
.

. 1interns'- ecology lesson plans and units against these criteria. '

The Staff Observation Checklist evaluated he degree tawhich interns late-
-

grated the program.objectives into theiractual teaching:- Like the Social
-

.1Studies Unit Evaluation Criteria and the ECology Lesson Plan Evaluation Criteria,

this instrument consisted of statements of.behaviors which should be included

..f., in' the interns' teaching. Again, these statements were related tokprogram'.
, 2 .5Nobjectives. For each intern, program staff observed atwenty7minuteportiOn of

-. .1

,he ecology lessorf,.. Checking for each of th stipulated behaviorst 'Since an :

'
, : ::e . .

,interns' score relied upon the individual est ff membee's perception, rating-
k,

practice sessions were held using, video -tapes of similar lessons. Subseluent
- ...

inter-rate reliabilitymas fOubd tobe acceptable at
.

7 _
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Data from eachsof these four measures were thed analyzed for- differences
.

between groups.t,
t'

Findings

.6

-N.

Statisticdl analysis of the Reading/Ladguage Arts Exam Pre-Test showed that

there were no initial differences between the groups. The mean scores of both

groups, '34.7 (A) and 36.1 (B), were comparable. This fidding established that

-neither group had a stronger knowledge base at the outset of the semester. The

mean scores of the groups on the post -test, 43.23 (A) and'44.78 (B)', reflected

the substantial gainsmade by all,interns in their cognitive understanding of
*

reading/language arts competencies. Statistical evidence indicated that the

level of final achievement was also comparable between the grbups. The difference

-4 course- treatment was not reflected in'interns' total scores on the Reading/-

Language Arts measure&

Besideszingmean total scoies the hypothesis required investigation

into related 'questions. Althbugh,mean total scores of the groups wve comparabIt,

were there,group differences in their specific responses to the reading in-the

content area items? ipese items, therefore were further analyzed.- The number of

interns answering each of these items correctly was tabulated for each grlup.

Again, the groups were found to be similar.7

Results-from the Ecology Lesson Plan Evaluation e'riteria indicated that there

were no differences between groups in incorporation of reading into theecology
. . -

.lesson pke's.4" In fact, the majority of the interns failed to integrate any
.

.

reading skills into their planning at all.
. Z

. .
,,, :

O

,
Results from the Social Studies Unit Evaluation Criteria.provided'additional

,
. .' .

,

evidence that there were nd Significant differences between the groups, in the extent

to which reading and instruction in reading skills were included in their lesson

-.. ..
,,- ...

. 8.\,
... .
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plans. ffawaver, in this subject area and activity,'interns did guccessfully

incorporate reading instruction'into their unit plan,

- . Finally, interns: 'actual teaching behavior, as recorded by the staff on the

Staff ObservatioA, Checklist, failed to evidence any-significant ifferences
. w

Observatio4
..

between grOUps. Few of the interns were obsery d implementing reading in. the
,r ,

content area principles into theif lessons on e olo'gy
.., J

, .

A Summary and Implications

In this study no evidence was found tp suggest a relationship between an

emphasis in readingin the content areas and the interns! subsequent cognitive and -'
..v.

performance .behaviors. All interns evidenced cognitive mastery of the material,
.

-
s.

4r , A
.some incorporation ofreading in the-. Contentarea cif social studies,,and negligible

inclusion of such instruction in both the ecology lesson'plan and the execution3

of the ecology lesson.

The laCk of differenCO'between groups in cogn ve attainment is not wholly

unexpected. The interns who participated inithe study were all. of
4
highscaliber.

These capable anti; highly motivated pre - Service teachers were all able to grasp

' the principles of reading in thecontent areas. However, the general failure of .
4

.their' coguitilie 101#stery to be executed in pe*formahce has serious implications

for teacher education. This research serves to,further doCument an all:too-

frequent trend in education: the broad Fap between knowledge and performance._

The closing of this gap in teacher.education requires' attention to another' variable,'.

the cooperating teacher. A question which dust be'e plored:by institutions com-
N

mitted to field-based instruction is: What is the relative influence of the. ._
. .

.

,cooperating teacher and the eacher
(
training institution? Data accrued /in this

.
.study suggested that the field-based teacher training program effectively trans-7:,

w
. . .

.

-
.

.
. ,

. .

,.
,

%
. .mitted knowA ledge. HweVer, the influence of the cooperating teacher on the '1

\
intern's ability, to translate this. knowledge into clissroom behavior is 'believed.

-1( ,..

9
'to'be significant.
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Prin6ipald commonly voice the opiniOn thdt most teachers
do riot, teach in accordance with the pattegns prescribed
by teacher-training institutions, but,rather.teach in
accordance with the'pattern'they observed when they.were
pupils and which they believe is expected of them. That
is hardly surprising. Imitation is a well-establiAed
'phenomenon. The long period of exposure to teachers
during the grOT.04 years provides a bddy of experiences
,wand a pattern ,to imitate with may well serve the new.'
teacher as a guide to action. This rich backgroubd of
direct experience with teaching probably provides a much
more. vivid guide to action in the classroom than 'does the.
'period of teacher-training which Consists so largely of

ral experiences. -(Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.454)

Further. investigation is imperative but the implication is already becoming

clear: in-service teacher training is essqntil,e1 if field-based teacher p*eparation

programs hope to make significant contributions to preservice teachers' ability

to.teach reading in the content area. The specific nature of the inse

training,is critical. The program must,eons1st of implementation strategies /

since too often inservice education simply reiterates theories previously learned.

Increasingly public-school teachers aie'demanding practical inservice education.

which provides impiematation models 'rather than re-stated, isolated theory In

',planning pxogram.; with cd rating school teachers, the univerpifY staff found

that while these teachers could effectively wipe thematic teaching theory most---

of them were'not implementing such theories. Thus a field hased'teacher-, raining

program must first provide the classroom teacher with demonstrated implementation

-strategies before one cn hope to observe such strategies being modeled by the
0

'-undergraduate intern.

'When ,'such inservice instruction for cooperating teachers becomes a' reality,

univetsity, interns will also benefit. IThey will than be able to observe and model

cpoperaiing teachers implementing stratelies that incorporate reading in-the

content-areas. Whedattermpts to correlate inservice and preservice reading

A 6
instruction beCome a reality field-based instrddtion'may then be considered as

.
,. . .,

ateserviee teacher training alternative worthy of the'effort..
, , .. . ,.

,
, 1

1.0 -, -,..*..
...

. , .. . ..,
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